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A BS TR A CT • Common symptoms and causes oC the Tight Building Syndrome are reviewed and a 
ptan Cor assessing the air quality of non-industrial buildings is described. The proposed plan is 
intended Cor use by an investigation team typically consisting oC an engineer and a technician with 
a strong background in HVAC systems. two or three part-time members familiar with standard 
industrial hygiene evaluation techniques, and several helpers. It has been applied to an eight· 
storey orfice building with nine air-conditioning systems. Methods oC assessing the performance 
of HVAC systems and the Ceasibilhy of using carbon dioxide as an air quality index are discussed. 

R ts UME . L'auteur examine les symptOmes courants et Jes causes du "syndrome des immeubles 
c!tanches" et ii dtcrit un plan d'6valuation de la qualite de l'air dans les batiments non industriels. 
Le plan en question est destine ll !tre utilise! par une equipe d'6tude formc!e normalement d'un 
ing1foieur Ct d'un techniclen possc!dant une bonne connaissance des syst~mes de CVC, de deux OU 

trois travailleurs ll temps particl connaissant les techniques standard d'evaluation en mati~re 
d'hygi~ne industrielle, et de plusieurs assistants. Le plan a 6t6 applique 1l un immeuble 1l bureaux de 
huit c!tages dot6 de neuf syst~mes de conditionncment d'air. L 'auteur 6tudie les methodes 
d'c!valUlliOn de la performance des syst~mes de CVC Cl la possibilite de SC servir du gaz carbonique 
comme indice de la qualite de l'air. 

INTRODUCTION 

As eoncern for air qualily in non-industrial buildinas such 
.. omce buildings has grown, so too bu the demand for 
H1Yices to assess it. The task is a difficult one, however, 
11eeause the symptoms reponed by office staff arc too often 
.,crse 8Jld non-speeific. The work ls further complicated •r tbe fact that the established evaluation criteria Cor 
••essing exposure of industrial workers are not generally 

111pucable to office environments; examples include 1hc 
Permissible Exposure Limi1s (PELs) of the Occupational 
Safety and Health Adminisuation (NIOSH), tbe Threshold 
Ll•il Values (TL Vs) of 1be American Conference of 
Governmental Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH) and the 
Recommended Exposure Limits (RELs) of ' the National 
t,athute for Occupational Safety and Health. 

Altbouah the AS HRAE standardl and similar standards 
ffOYlde guidelines Cor outdoor air requirements and 
aposurc limits for office buildin1s. the information is far 
fro• complete. As a result. attempts to Identify the 
101rces of indoor air quality problems by means of standard 
ladustrial hygiene evaluation techniques may not al ways be 
nccessfut.2.~ Until better exposure limils and 
• .,uremcnt techniques can be established, improved 
.,..tilation and removal of sourees or contamination may 
k lbe best approach. 

1'11 paper presents a brief review of air quality related 
CIOllplainu frequently reported by office staff and describes 
I flu of investigation for an ciaht-storey offlee complex. 

methods of assessina the performanee of tbe HV AC 
IJatems and the feasibility oC using carbon dioxide as an 
llr ••lily index are discussed. 

AIR QUALITY RELATED COMPLAINTS 
AND POSSIBLE CAUSES 
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membrane irritations, headache, and fatigue that may be 
caused by indoor air contaminants present at low levels, 
including tobacco smoke.4 The most common symptoms, 
as identified by the World HcalLh Organization , includc:5 

1. eye, nose, and throat irritation, 
2. sensation of dry mueous membrane and skin, 
3. erytbema, 
4. mental fatigue, 
!I. headaehes, high frequency or airway infections and 

cough, 
6. hoarseness, wheezing, itchina, and unspecific 

hypersensitivity, 
7. nausea and dizziness. 

Some researchers have also identified the following 
common characteristics;6. 7 

1. Nonspecific symptoms that often resemble those or a 
common cold or a respiratory ailment. 

2. Severity or the complaint increases as the day 
progresses. Complaints disappear when the indlvidual 
leaves the building, i.e., evenings and weekends. As 
well, the complaint is not usually reflected in any 
increase in absence. 

3. Affected bull<lings are usually energy-eCCicicnt, fairly 
new in desian and construction, or recently refurbished. 

4. Workers have little or no control over regulation oC 
temperature, humidity, and lighting. 

Several causes have been postulated tor the Tight Building 
Syndrome, but none has been implicated convincingly as 
the definitive eause. 7,8 Postulated causes include 
inadequate ventilation. air that is too warm, too cold, too 
dry or too humid, noise, lighting, formaldehyde and other 
volatile organic compounds, micro-oraanisms, excess or 
air-borne paniclcs, and work strcss.3.7,8 

PROPOSED PLAN 

The proposed plan outlines the tasks required to assess the 
air quality oC non-industrial buildings. 9 The objectives 
and details oC each task will be discussed. 
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I1sk I. Gatbcrin !pforlJlilW 

Task l is to understand the building itself, its surroundings 
and the concerns of the occupants about their environment. 
lt calls for a thorough review of occupant concerns and a 
Study of the building drawings, with particular attention to 
the HVAC systems. An occupant survey using, for 
example, the NIOS H Indoor Air Quality Questionnaire2 can 
be conducted. Lacking proper data on the nature of the 
complaints, it is often difficult to define the types and 
extent of physical measurements necessary to reduce the 
uncertainty of the final recommendations. 

This task is to obtain additional information about the 
building and its environment. Efforts should be made to 
identify all potential sources of air contamination (e.g., 
combustion devices, copyin1 machines, stora1e rooms and 
contents, and open drains). The project team should also 
look for common signs of problem HV AC systems (e.g., 
unintentionally closed outdoor air supply dampers and 
covered supply-air registers) and the factors that can 
adversely aHect the performance of such systems (e.1 .• 
full-height partitions, and improperly located thermostats 
and outdoor air intakes). 

During the visit, temperature, relative humidity and the 
de1ree of thermal comfort should be measured at several 
locations, includin1 the problem areas. Concentrations of 
C02. CO and other contaminants may be measured as well. 
In addition, smoke pencils may be used to trace the air 
flow patterns and detect possible short circuitina between 
supply and return air flows. It is sugaested that smoke 
pencil tests be conducted after reaular worklna hours since 
some people are sensitive to the smote. 

Ila.Ll-lnilial Beyjew 

Tbe objective of this task is to analyse the information 
obtained in Tasks 1 and 2 so as to develop a samplin1 and 
measurement strate&Y for an in-depth study, if necessary. 
An in-depth investiaation should include Tasks 4 to 9. 

Iuk 4 M"~uremept of Air Chane Ram 

Task 4 is to develop a suitable tracer aas samplin1 system 
for use with the tracer aas decay technique for meuurina 
air chan1e rates. The tracer 1as decay technique involves 
injection of a small amount of a tracer 1as, SF6, into the 
buildina and measurement of tho tracer au concentrations 
with time. For buildin1s of complex shape, tho samples 
taken from one or two locations per floor may not be 
sufficient to provide a good avera1e tracer 1as 
concentration of the whole building because of inadequate 
mixina. Thus, in the first few tests, additional samples 
should be taken from the floor space to ensure that the data 
from all sampling locations aivo similar air chan1e rates. 
If this is not so, floor fans can be used to improve air 
mixing or additional samplin1 locations should be added. 

One way to check the adequacy of a buildina's ventilation 
air is to ensure that its minimum air change rate meets the 
ventilation requirement recommended by prevailin1 
standards such as ASHRAE 62-81R. l The minimum air 
chanae rate of a building can be determined by conductina 
four or five tracer gas decay tests under warm weather and 
calm wind conditions (to minimize air infiltration), sottin1 
the outdoor air dampers at the minimum position. 

I1sk .5. Mcasuccmept of Air Djudbutimund Ihermal 
Comfon 

Task .5 is to collect information in addition to air chan1e 
rates for assessing the performance of HVAC systems. It 
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involves measurement of air temperatures, relative 
humidity and the degree of thermal comfortlO in several 
locations, including problem areas, perimeter offices and 
internal rooms. The degree of thermal comfort gives an 
indication of the level of the occupants' satisfaction with 
the environment with respect to air temperature, relative 
humidity, air velocity, and the mean radiant temperature. 

Tracer aas is also used to determine whether exhaust air re
enters the buildina and bow fast a contaminant (or the 
outdoor air) spreads from its source (point of entry) to 
other areas. The re-entrainment of exhaust air can be 
detected by injectin1 a small amount of tracer gas into an 
exhaust system and measuring the concentrations at the 
outdoor air intake of each HVAC system. If tracer gas is 
detected, the outlet of the test exhaust system may have to 
be modified or relocated. This test should be conducted 
under various wind directions. 

Contaminant dispersion rates can be determined by 
injecting a small amount of tracer 1as at one location and 
measurin1 the concentrations with time at the injection 
location and at several other locations on each floor. The 
faster the concentrations in various areas approach that of 
the injection location, the higher the dispersion rate. 

In general, for areas with known contaminant sources (e.1 .• 
a desi1nated smokin1 room) the dispersion rate should be 
as low as possible to prevent the contaminated air from 
exhaustin1 to the surroundin1 rooms. On the other hand, 
for aeneral ofrices the dispersion rate should be as high as 
possible to facilitate a uniform distribution of outdoor air. 

IJ~dcntificatjon aoll.MCUJ1remep1 of Ca.QlaminlnU 

The objective of this task is to identify the major 
contaminanu in tho buildin1 and their sources, and to 
measure tho concentrations. This can be achieved by 
aaalysina air (and water) samples collected from several 
locations inside and outside, particularly inside various 
compartments of the HVAC systems. Some of these 
measurements may have to be repeated at another season to 
detect seasonal pollutants. The protocols for conductin1 
these measurements will be published separately. 

Task 7 is to identify the contaminants whose 
concentrations should be maintained below a certain level 
recommended by prevailin1 standards. It should also enable 
tho project team to determine whether other specialists are 
needed to assist In the investiaation. 

IJst 8. EHabllibmept Of Relation Between Cop1amioau 
Conceotratisms and Ajr CbaQle Baw 

The objective of this task is to establish the relation 
between concentrations and air chanae rates for selected 
chemical and bioloaical contaminants. These and 
established standards such as the ASHRAE 62-8tR1 can be 
used to determine the amount of outdoor air required to 
maintain tho contaminants below prescribed limits if 
source removal is not practical. As well, it can be used to 
estimate the amount of outdoor air required to cope with 
any chanaes in certain contamination loads. 

Tho relation between concentration and air chan1e rate for 
each contaminant can be obtained by measurin1 
continuously for one week the concentration and the actual 
air chan1e rate. This should be repeated for four different 
outdoor air supply rates (actual air cbanre rate includes tho 
outdoor air supply rate and air infiltration rate). For this 
series of tests tho normal operating schedule of the HV AC 
systems should not be chanaod, except that Saturday Is 
treated as a weekday to determine the occupants' effect on 



ibe con1aminan1 level. A minimum or one week's 
monitoring period for each air change rate is suggested 
because the weekly variation of some of the hard to control 
variables (e.g., noor cleaning schedule and use of copying 
machines) woul.d be much less than the daily variation . 

Ii~k 9 Fjnal Reyjcw and Iask 10 Rell.QLl 

The task is to review the results and obtain any missing 
Information. Follow-up measurements of selected 
contaminants can also bo carried out if adjustment.s bave 
been made to the HVAC systems or potential 
contamination sources have been removed. 

The report should give a brief descript ion of the building, 
tbe nature of occupants' complaints, and the methods of 
measurement used. The results should be interpreted and 
presented in a manner easily understood by non-technical 
persons. Finally, the basis for the recommended remedial 
measures should also be stated. 

APPLICATION OF THE PLAN 

The proposed plan has been applied lo a fully air
condilioncd eight·slorcy library/office building in which 
the first four floors arc office floors and the remaining four 
house library stacks. The floor area of tbc lower three 
floors is about 4800 m2 each, and that of the upper five 
floors is about 2400 m2 each. The buildina has a central 
core area housing two passenger elevators, two stairwells, 
washrooms, service shafts and a small sitting area. Except 
for the second and third floors, the floor space is fairly 
open, with very few individual offices. 

The building has nine air-conditioning systems (Figure I). 
Systems 1 and 2 arc all·air two-deck systems that serve the 
fourth to the seventh floors: System 3 is a 100~ outdoor 
air supply only system servin1 the centre core area. The 
outdoor air intake and exhaust air opcnin&s ·for the three 
systems arc located in the north and south walls of the 
mechanical room directly above the seventh floor. Systems 
3, 4 and 8 serve the third floor, and these three plus 
Systems S, 6, 7 and 9 serve the ground, first and second 
floors. Two of the six systems for the lower four floors 
(Systems 6 and 9) are induction systems and serve the 
perimeter wall area; the other four (Systems 4, S, 7 and 8) 
are all air two-deck systems and serve the interior area 
between the cen1re core and the perimeter wall. Outdoor air 
for the six systems comes rrom four outdoor air intake 
shafts located outside the building, about S m above grade 
level, beside the north and south walls (Figure 1). 

llWllil!S of Mcasurinii Air ChanG-B..aill 

Air change rates were measured using the tracer &as decay 
method. The tracer gas, SF6, was injected into every floor 
through the supply air ducts of Systems 1, 2, 6 and 9. 
Alter about an hour (for mixing}, samples were taken 
consecutively Crom each floor at the return ducts for 
another hour, usin& an automated sampling system. The 
samples were pumped continuously, one after another, to 
an electron captuu gas chromatosraph for analysis. 

To check how well the tracer su mixes with the indoor air 
ln such a building, additional samples were collected 
manually at 10-min intervals from two locations on each 
noor using a 60-mL syrinse. Each sample wu taken as 
rollows: Just prior to samplln1 time, the 60-mL syrin1e 
was purged twice and then used to draw in a 50-mL sample 
or air. The sample was Injected into a 20-mL evacuated 
&lass test tube with a rubber septum-type stopper, of the 
type used to collect blood samples in medical laboratories. 
This meant that the sample was stored under pressure, 
which was relied upon later to drive the sample into the 
electron capture gas chromatograph for analysis. 
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The minimum air change rate was measured five times in 
May on calm days with the outdoor air dampers of the 
HVAC systems set at the minimum poshion. The average 
value of the five tests was about O.S air changes per hour. 

LOWER 
FLOORS 

UP PER 
FLOORS 

Figure l. Typical floor plans showing the HVAC systems 

Figure 2 shows the measured SF6 concentrations as a 
function of time for various sampling locations. It 
indicates that the air change rates (as indicated by the slope 
of the concentration decay curve) from various sampling 
locations were similar. Concentrations in the occupied 
areas were also about the same, u were the concentrations 
in the return ducts. The tracer aas level was lower. 
however, in the floor space than in the return ducu for 
most floors. 

To reduce the number of data, a sampling system (Figure 3) 
was used for subsequent measurements. As shown, the 
samples from the return ducts were drawn continuously 
through individual sampling tubes and mixed in a small 
reservoir. A valve wu installed in each sampling tube to 
ensure that the 1as flow rate from each sampling location 
was the same. The samples in the reservoir were used to 
determine the air change rate. 

AssessmCJll.of Air DjmillJuWl 

To check. air distribution, a small amount of SF6 was 
injected at a particular location to create a point source. 
Immediately following injection, tracer sas samples were 
taken at 10-m.in intervals at the main return ducts on each 
floor using an automated sampling system. These samples 
were pumped to the electron capture gas chromatograph for 



analysis. In addition, every 10 min eight samples each 
were collected ma.nually from the first and second floors 
and four samples each from the third, fourth fifth and 
sixth floors. ' 
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Figure 2. Air change rate measurements, SF6 
concentrations vs time for various samplina 
locations 
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The tracer aas concentrations of each sampling location are 
plotted against time in Figure 4. As shown, the tracer gas 
dispersed quickly in the zones served by the same HVAC 
system and then spread to other zones. Concentrations 
were nearly equal in less than 2 h. This suggests that if a 
contaminant source exists at the test location, the areas 
served by the same HVAC system will be contaminated 
quickly and that other areas will also be affected in less 
than 2 h. This suggests, a1ain, that outdoor air will be 
distributed throughout the floor space in much less time 
because it enters every floor through both the exterior wall 
and tho supply air registers. The test was repeated four 
times, each time with a new location as the contaminant 
source, and each time with similar results. 

,Mulu.rements 0~2~D~al.CalWLi 

Fiaure S shows the automated system used for measuring 
C02 concentrations. It consists of 16 sampling pumps, a 
16-port multi-position sampling valve, a main sampling 
pump, two detectors, a datalogger and a microcomputer. 

C02 concentrations were measured at two locations on each 
of the seven upper floors: at the return duct and near the 
centre of the occupied area. On the ground floor 
measurements were taken at the return duct only. This 
provided one position on the 16-position sampling valve 
for sampling of outside air. Samples were drawn through 
individual PVC samplina tubes and analysed in real time 
on-site, usina an infrared analyser (Fiaure S). The 
maximum distance between a sampling location and the 
detector was about ISO m. To ensure that the sampling 
tube did not act as a sink or source (through absorption or 
desorption), a check wu made by measuring a standard gas 
sample with and without the ISO-m long sampling tube. 
No evidence of absorption was found as the difference 
between the two results wu loss than l CJL • 

Four COi tests were conducted. The first three consisted 
of a one-week measurement period and the fourth was a 
one-day test. For tho first two tests, the air chanae rate of 
the buildin1 was controlled manually by settin1 the 
outdoor air supply dampers of all HVAC systems at the 
100,. and 7Sti open positions, respectively. For the third 
test, the HVAC systems were operated on the automatic 
mode (i.e., the outdoor air supply dampers were adjusted 
automatically, based on the outdoor air temperature). Tho 
last one-day Iona test was conducted with all the outdoor 
air supply dampers set at the minimum open position. The 
actual air chanao rates were measured reaularly durina each 
test period and tho results wore averaaed to obtain tho mean 
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Fi1ure 3. Automated tracer gas sampling system for 
measurin1 air c.hange rates 
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air change rate (air change rates varied slightly from time 
to time because of weather chanses). 
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Fisure 4. Air distribution patterns with tracer gas injected 
into supply air ducts of system No. 9 

Fisure 6 shows typical daily C02 concentration profiles 
measured on the third and sixth noon, where the maximum 
and the minimum overall indoor concentrations were 
observed. The measured air chaneo rate wu 0.61 ac/h. 
Results· indicate that for tbe same floor level the C02 
concentration measured in the occupied area (floor space) 
wu generally lowor than that measured in the return duct. 
ne difference was more pronounced at the office floor 
(third) than at the library floor (sixth), but the reason for 
the discrepancy has not been determined. 
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The daily C02 concentration profiles in Figure 6 reflect 
the presence or absence of people. The indoor C02 level 
remained very near the outdoor level from midnight until 
about 7:30 a.m., when employees began to arrive for work. 
Indoor levels then increased, reaching the first peak 
concentration at 12 noon. The level subsequently decreased 
slightly during the lunch period and then increased again to 
reach an approximately steady-state concentration about 2 
pm. From then on the C02 decreased steadily, reaching the 
outdoor level at about 12 midnight. 

During each test, 1 S C02 concentration profiles were 
measured each day. For weekdays, the daily maximum C02 
level always occurred at the return duct on the third floor. 
For each of the three week-Iona tests , the five-workday 
average of the daily maximum C02 concentrations 
measured in the third floor return duct, Cmax• was 
calculated. Values of Cmax are plotted against 
corresponding average air change rates in Figure 7. The 
results show that Cmax decreased as the air change rate 
increased. but the rate of decrease became much lower when 
the ai r change rate was greater than I ac/b . 

For buildings where occupants arc &he major source of 
C02. the relation between Cmax and air change rate under 
Sleady·state conditlons can be described by a simple mass 
balance equation. 

[l] ( 0 3600) 6 
Cmax • i'ViNiOOO 10 + C0 

where 

Cmax • maximum C02 concentration in the occupied 
space, ppm 

C0 • C02 concentration in outdoor air, ppm 
0 • C02 generation rate per person, 0.00!1 L/s, for 

an activity level of 1.2 met units (office 
work)l 

I • air change rate, ac/h 
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Figure 5. Automated sampling system for CO and C02 
measurements 
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N • number of occupants 
V • buildin& volume, Ml 

The constants 1000, l600 and 106 are conversion constants 
to convert Ml to L, h to s, and 'l& to ppm, respectively. 

To estimate tho maximum C02 concentration for the test 
buildina the following assumptions were made: (1) 
because almost all the occupants wore located on the first 
four office floors and thoro wore no common return air 
ducts connecting these floors and the library floors, the 
volume of tho first four office floors (67 000 ml) was 
used; and (2) the number of occupants was assumed to be 
400, which excluded all visitors. For comparison with 
measured values, the maximum C02 concentration predicted 
by Eq. 1 was also plotted in Figure 7. Except for one 
point, the agreement is within S'l& of the predicted value. 
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Fiaure 6. C02 profile for a typical weekday 

DISCUSSION 

The proposed plan has the followin& characteristics: 

1. It includes a detailed assessment of the performance of 
HVAC systems. 

2. It reco1nizos that oxtonsivo measurements of some 
contaminants are expensive and may not always lead to 
useful results. Thus, it reinforces the need for the 
project team to review periodically what has boon done 
and, more importantly, to re-assess continually tho 
oriainal strategy in view or interim results. 

l. It also includes a procedure for ostablishin1 the relation 
between concentrations and air change rates for selected 
contaminants. These relations are useful in 
determining outdoor air requirements. 
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For the test building, Fiaure 7 sunesu a correlation 
between the daily maximum C02 concentration, Cmax. and 
the air change rate during the work week. Further research 
is needed to verify that such a correlation exists for other 
buildinas. 

Because of this relationship and that between C02 
concentration and intensity of body odour, it has been 
postulated that C02 may be used as an index of perceived 
air quality.11 Several recent studies have reported that 
occupant complaints are common as the indoor C02 level 
reaches or exceeds 800 ppm .12.13 For the test building, 
occupant complaints about poor air quality were reported 
when the C02 concentration in the office floors exceeded 
4SO ppm, which corresponded to a measured air change rate 
of about 1 ac/h, or 40 L/s per person on average. Where 
the air change rate was controlled to determine the relation 
between C02 concentration and air change rate, complaints 
increased with C02 level. When it exceeded S20 ppm, the 
number of complaints became unacceptable and the test was 
discontinued. Both studies 12, l 3 therefore suggest that the 
C02 level at which remedial action will be needed to reduce 
occupant complaints may vary from building to building, 
While it may be feasible to develop an air quality index 
based on C02 levels for a specific building, a general index 
suitable for all buildin1s may not be possible. 

SUMMARY 

·A plan has been developed for assessing the air quality of 
non-industrial buildin1s. It was applied successfully to 
assess the indoor air quality of an eiaht-storey 
office/library buildin1. A correlation between air change 
rate and C02 concentration was developed for the test 
buildin1. 
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